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Robust Strategy for Intake Leakage Detection in
Diesel Engines

Riccardo Ceccarelli , Philippe Moulin, Carlos Canudas-de-Wit

Abstract— Fault detection is motivated by the needs of guar-
anteeing high-performance engine behavior and regarding to the
environmentally-based legislative regulations. An adaptive model-
based observer strategy is applied for the fault detection and
estimation. The hole estimation relies on the model accuracy
and sensors precision. In this paper is provided by a model-based
upper bound for leakage error estimation for threshold design
by the mean of the observer sensitivity study. The proposed
approach generates a threshold based only on the available
measures even if faulty. Simulation results are provided using
advanced Diesel engine developed under AMEsim.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The modern Diesel engine has the potential of a significant
reduction of pollutant emissions with respect to more conven-
tional engines. The proper system operation is strongly de-
pendent on the correct functioning of all these subsystems.In
order to hold by environmentally-based legislative regulations
and for safety reasons, monitoring tasks such as leakages at
differents locations, the detection of malfunctioning of sensors
and actuators (i.e. EGR valve opening) are necessary.

A promising way to enhance monitoring and diagnosis
systems is to adopt model-based techniques, which have been
used in different engine frameworks [12], [10], [11] [7], [8].
See also [9] for a survey. Physical models of intake receiver
can be found in [13] where a deep description and analysis
of the functioning of a air-path in a Diesel engine with
exhaust gas recirculation circuit is presented. More physical
air-path modeling, including mass and energy conservation
laws applied to the receiver, flows modeling can be found in
[5],[6].

Model-based adaptive observers represent a good strategy
for intake leakage detection and estimation. Adaptive ob-
servers allow not only to estimate signals that are not available
from direct measurement, but also some of the unknown
model parameters. In some cases, as here, the unknown model
parameters are directly associated to the fault to be detected,
and the observer can also track small variations of such
parameters.

In all model-based approach, the sensitivity of estimation
parameter relies on the accuracy of model used in the observer
and on measurements’s errors.
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In this paper a nonlinear adaptive observer designed on
Lyapunov functions as proposed in [1] is used for hole
detection and estimation. For other application of this type
of observers refer to [2], [3], [4].

The main contribution of this paper is to study, in steady-
state case, an upper bound for the modeling and the sensors’
errors with respect to leakage estimation error. By the mean
of these upper bounds a variable model-based threshold is
designed. In particular a bound on error due to exhaust
pressure sensor bias used in EGR mass flow equation and for
two different modeled additive bounded bias on air mass flow
and engine volumetric efficiency look-up table are provided.

The paper is organized as follows. A reference model is
presented in Section II. Section III presents the observer
used for leakage estimation. Persistent condition for parameter
estimation is discussed with respect to leakage hole diameter
estimation. Section IV is dedicated to the design of a variable
threshold by the sensitivity analysis of the observer with
respect to possible modeling or measurement errors. Threshold
determination for fault detection is investigated and some
simulation results for4 mm hole diameter are provided in
section V.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The Diesel engine considered in this paper is a four-
cylinders engine with a high-pressure exhaust gas recirculation
circuit (EGR) as described in [13]. This section introducesa
simpler representation of the engine when an intake leakageis
present. The obtained model will be use to design an observer.
A description of engine and justification of some simplification
is done in [14]. A schematic picture of the air intake system
is shown in Figure 1.

Ambient air enters in the intake receiver through the com-
pressor and its flow rateDair is measured by a mass air flow
sensor. Fresh air is mixed in the intake receiver with exhaust
gas coming from the exhaust receiver (Degr) and then aspi-
rated (Dasp) by the engine that is seen as a volumetric pump.
The intake volume is assumed as small enough to approximate
the process as isothermal. Under previous assumption, the
intake pressurepint is the only state variable, whose dynamics
is

ṗint = αint (Dair +Degr −Dasp −DLeak) , (1)

where αint , RairTint/Vint, Rair is the universal gas
constant,Vint is the intake volume,Tint is the measured intake
temperature,DLeak is the leakage mass flow rate from the
intake in presence of a hole. All flows are modeled by the
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Fig. 1. A schematic picture of the air-intake system.

following generic equation of flow through an orifice [6],
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and where the subscripts “in” and “out” stand for upstream
and downstream values across a (possibly variable-area) sec-
tion S.

Equation (1) can be re-written as a first general structure






ẋ = −a(x, z)x− ψ(x, z)θ + φ(x, z)

θ̇ = 0
y = x

(3)

where the scalar statex(t) = pint, z ∈ R
8 is a vector

containing measured variables (see TABLE I for details) and
y stands for the measured output. Finally,θ is the parameter
to be estimated,that is, the percentage of the maximal leakage
(5) such thatDLeak = θ · ψ(x, z). In the following y(t) and
x(t) will be used without distiction. Moreover

a(x, z) = αintβintηv(x,Ne) (4)

ψ(x, z) = αintSmax

x√
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σ
(pamb
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)

(5)

φ(x, z) = αint(Dair +Degr) (6)

where ψ(x, z) is the gas mass flow rate through the hole
whenS = Smax, a(x, z)x is the flowDasp aspirated by the
engine is considered as a volumetric pump,ηv(x,Ne) is the
engine volumetric efficiency, generally tabulated as a function
of intake pressure and engine speed, and

βint ,
1

RTint

Vcyl

Ne

120
.

whereVcyl is the total displacement volume.

The EGR flowDegr is computed by using the avalaible
measures ofpexh, Texh, pint, uegr in equation (2). By
injecting the measured statey(t) in a, ψ andφ, equation (3)
can be re-written as







ẋ = −a(t)x− ψ(t)θ + φ(t)

θ̇ = 0
y = x

(7)

wherea, ψ andφ are now completely known functions. Note
that the original system model (1) has been extended with the
additional equatioṅθ = 0, which implicitly assumes that this
parameter is constant. It is also straightforward to note that θ
is observable fromy as long asψ(t) 6= 0. Hence observability
of θ is preserved even ifψ(t) = 0 only at a finite numbers of
points in time.

TABLE I

EXTERNAL VARIABLES

Variable name Meas. name Description Units

z1 Dair Mass air flow [kg/s]
z2 Tint Intake temperature [K]
z3 pexh Exhaust pressure [Pa]
z4 Texh Exhaust temperature [K]
z5 uegr Egr valve position [%]
z6 uthr Throttle valve position [%]
z7 Ne Engine speed [rad/s]
z8 pamb Ambient pressure [Pa]

III. A DAPTIVE OBSERVER

In this section a nonlinear adaptive observer used for intake
leakage detection is presented and, by the means of some
simulations, threshold specifications are deducted.

The nonlinear adaptive observer used for fault detection
is designed based on Lyapounov function [1] and it has the
following structure

{

˙̂x = −a(t)x̂− ψ(t)θ̂ + φ(t) +K0(y − x̂)
˙̂
θ = −γψ(t)(y − x̂)

(8)

wherey is the intake measured pressure,x̂ is its estimation,γ
andK0 are two positive constant tuning gains for the stability
and convergence rate.

Futher in the articlẽx = y − x̂ is used and stands for the
estimation error of the observer.

Lyapounov analysis is used to prove that the observer (8)
converges to a correct estimation of the intake pressure, i.e.
x̃ = 0, and to the correct hole estimation if the observability
condition

ψ(t) 6= 0 (9)

is respected. When there is not leakage through the intake
receiver, in ideal condition, the estimate parameterθ̂ is equal
to zero and equal to the diameter of the hole when leakage
appears. In practice, as measurements are affected by some
bias and there are some modeling errors, i.e. flow through
valve equation (2), the estimation of the parameterθ̂ converges
to some value different from the real measure of the hole.



Morover, if the observability condition (9) is not or is
weakly respected (i.e.ψ(t) ≈ 0), the convergence of̂θ is not
guaranteed to the good value or the convergence speed rate
could be very long compared to the dynamics.
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Fig. 2. No leakage - (solid line)̂θ estimated by the observer along the load
transient trajectory. Reference hole diameter (dashed line). Circles show the
convergence of the parameter when there is a weak observability condition.
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Fig. 3. No leakage - Pressure ratiopamb/pint during the load transient.

As an example of the problems exposed above, Figure 2
shows the estimation of̂θ(t) by the adaptive observer during a
transient load equal to= [4 5 6 7 6 5 2 5 7 5 4] bar, at1500 rpm
when there is no leakage in intake receiver. In Figure (3)
is shown the pressure ratiopamb/pint which rely to the
observability condition, i.e., when the ratio is close to the
unit then the equation (5) go to zero. In intervals where the
condition (9) is not or is weakly verified, the hole estimation’s
speed convergence reduce or, in worst case, is equal to zero.
The phenomenon is shown in Figure 2 by circled intervals.
In Figure 4, is shown how the observer estimates a4mm hole.

In [1] a very simple fixed threshold was proposed, equal to
the maximum estimation of the hole diameter when no leakage
was present. With respect to Figure 2 the threshold would be
choosen equal to6mm. By this choice the leakage estimated
in Figure 4 would not be detected.
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Fig. 4. 4mm leakage - (solid)̂θ estimated by the observer along the load
transient trajectory. Reference hole diameter (dashed).

All this consideration lead to the design of a variable
threshold with the following specifications:

• signals driven threshold even if available measures are
faulty;

• the threshold is model-based.

IV. VARIABLE THRESHOLD

In this section, first it will be shown how the observability
condition and possible errors can be taken into account during
the design of the variable threshold then, an upper bound for
two classes of modeling errors: sensors measurement bias and
the use of a faulty measure for estimate a mass flow by the
equation (2).

A. Observer Sensitivity Analysis

Consider a general observer with the same structure as (8)
{

˙̂x = f(x̂, z, y) + ψ(z, y)θ̂ + φ(z, y) +K0x̃
˙̂
θ = g(z, y)x̃

(10)

where, for analogy,f(x̂, z, y) = a(t)x̂ andg(z, y) = −γψ(t).
As (7) is a stable system, the observer can be studied in
stationary conditions. By this hypothesis (10) becomes

0 = f(x̂, z, y) + ψ(z, y)θ̂ + φ(z, y) (11)

whereθ̂, in ideal case, is equal to

θ̂ = − 1

ψ(z, y)
[f(x̂, z, y) + φ(z, y)] (12)

As already discussed, theψ(z, y) term acts on convergence
speed rate of the parameter. Ifψ(z, y) 6= 0, it acts on final
value of estimated parameter.

The result (12) is obtained if a perfect matching model of
the system is used. In real case, equation (11) writes

0 = f(x̂, z∗, y∗) + ∆f(x̂, z∗, y∗)

+ψ(z∗, y∗)θ̂ + φ(z∗, y∗)
+φ(z∗ + ∆z, y∗)

(13)



where the symbol∗ stands for the correct value of a measure
or parameter and̂θ = θ∗ + ∆θ. The symbol∆ has to be
considered as a small perturbation with respect to the correct
function it refers to. In details the equation (13) shows different
error types:

• ∆f(x̂, z∗, y∗) stands for modeling error terms;
• φ(z∗ + ∆z, y∗) stands for terms correctly modeled but

evaluated with a measure affected by errors;
• ∆θ stands for the parameter estimation error;

The∆θ term represents the error made by the estimation, due
to modeling and measurement errors. By (12) and neglecting
the second order term, equation (13) becomes

∆θ = − 1

ψ(z∗, y∗)
[∆f(x̂, z∗, y∗) + φ(z∗ + ∆z, y∗)] (14)

which points out the effect of every error terms on the correct
estimation of the hole’s diamater. The idea, for the threshold
design, is to find an upper bound to each error term of equation
(14).

B. Error Models

With respect to the intake leakage detection problem, two
different types of error are considered.

1) First error type: Consider ξ ∈ R, the first class of
considered errors is

ξ = ξ∗ + ∆ξ (15)

An upper bound for∆ξ is the object of the two following
propositions.

Proposition 1: Consider a scalar bounded variableǫ(t) such
that |ǫ(t)| ≤Mǫ with Mǫ > 0 then, if

∆ξ = ǫ(t) (16)

then

|∆ξ| ≤Mǫ (17)
Proposition 2: Consider a scalar bounded variableα(t)

such that|α(t)| ≤Mα with Mα > 0. If

|α(t)| ≤Mα << 1 (18)

and

∆ξ = α(t) · ξ∗ (19)

then

|∆ξ| ≤Mαξ (20)
Proof: From (15) and (19) holds

ξ∗ =
1

1 + α
ξ (21)

then, by (18), it comes

∆ξ =
α

1 + α
ξ ≤ Mα

1 + α
ξ ≤Mαξ (22)

2) Second error type:Consider a scalar functionh :
D → R and ξ ∈ R as defined in (15), the error considered
here are of the type

h(ξ) = h(ξ∗) + ∆h(ξ) (23)

where a function is evaluated by using a biased variable. The
aim of the following proposition is to find an upper bound to
|∆h(ξ)|.

Proposition 3: Consider a scalar functionh : D → R

satisfying
h(ξ) ≥ 0
h′(ξ) > 0
h′′(ξ) < 0

(24)

andξ = ξ∗ + ǫ(t) with |ǫ(t)| ≤Mǫ, then an upper bound for
the estimation error is

|∆h(ξ)| ≤ |h′(ξ −Mǫ)|Mǫ (25)
Proof: From (15), (24), the following inequality holds

∆h(ξ) ≤ h′(ξ∗)∆ξ (26)

by the means of the hyphotesis onh′(ξ) > 0, it is possible to
write the previous inequality with modules as

|∆h(ξ)| ≤ |h′(ξ∗)|Mǫ (27)

This last inequality is alway true ifξ∗ is known in order
to evaluate the function first derivative. The only available
measure isξ = ξ∗ + ǫ(t), so an estimation of an upper bound
of h′(ξ∗) is provided.
It is true that∀ξ ∈ D, ξ−Mǫ ≤ ξ∗. As |h′(ξ∗)| is a positive
decreasing function, it follows

|h′(ξ −Mǫ)| ≥ |h′(ξ∗)| (28)

This lead to prove that

|∆h(ξ)| ≤ |h′(ξ −Mǫ)|Mǫ (29)

C. Variable threshold design

The variable threshold is designed in order to be an upper
bound to the|∆θ| appearing in (14).

For the particular application, i.e., intake leakage detection,
model errors have been related to the first type of error (16).
For example, the∆f(x̂, z∗, y∗), which represents the engine
aspirated gas, is modeled as a constant bounded error, i.e.,
∆f(x̂, z∗, y∗) = ǫasp(t), where||∆f(x̂, z∗, y∗)||∞ = Masp.
Terms like φ(z∗ + ∆z, y∗) can be modeled by (23). With
respect to studied system, such kind of term models error due
to the evaluation of EGR flow using (2) when the variablez3
(Table II) is affected by a bounded additive error,ǫexh, of the
type discussed in Proposition 1 .
For the air mass flow sensor (MAF) it was modeled as an
error of the first type with a multiplicative bias, as explained
in Proposition 2, where the positive constantMair is choosed
as the max tollerance provided by the manufacturer .



In conclusion the proposed threshold is

θth =
1

ψ(z∗, y∗)

(

Masp +Mairz1 +

∣
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∣
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)

(30)

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

This section is devoted to the intake leakage detection by
the use of the adaptive observer (8) and by a variable threshold
as presented in equation (30).

A. Experimental description and diagnosis

All simulations have been done on a four cylinder Diesel
engine model running on AMEsim platform in cosimulation
with Mathwork Matlab. The AMEsim model used for simu-
lation has been validated on engine testbed, [13]. Simulation
conditions are the following:

• Ne = 1500 rpm;
• IMEP trajectory= [4 5 6 7 6 5 2 5 7 5 4] bar;
• IMEP step time = 10 s;
• Air mass flow sensor is modeled with a proportional to

signal bounded biasαair, with Mair = 0.03;
• Engine aspire flow,Dasp is modeled with a proportional

to signal bounded biasαasp, with Masp = 0.04;
• Exhaust pressure bias is modeled as additive bounded

error ǫexh(t), with Mexh = 200mbar ;
The above conditions lead to build the threshold (30) as follow

θth =
1

ψ(z8, y)
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is the explicit upper bound for EGR mass flow evaluated with
an exhaust biased pressure sensors.

B. AMEsim-MATLAB simulation

The first set of simulations are about hole estimation when
no leakage is present but a bias is present in air mass flow
sensor. In Figure 5 is shown the estimation along the load
trajectory whenαair = 0.03. The bottom part of the Figure
5 shows the pressure ratio and, when a weak observability
condition is reached, the threshold is more conservative. In
Figure 6 shows the estimation of a4mm hole when a positive
bias is present on the air mass flow sensor.Simulations in
which two differents biases are applied to the exhaust pressure
sensor, when there is not hole in the intake manifold, are
shown in Figure 7. In particular, Figure 7a shows when the
threshold is generated by aMexh = 200mbar and no bias is
present in sensor measurement; Figure 7b points out how the
hole estimation, when the sensor is affected by a bias equal
to Mexh, it is close to the proposed threshold. Figure 8 shows
how, when a4mm hole is present on the intake receiver and
ǫexh = 200mbar. As expected the identification of the hole
is almost false due to the bias, but the detection of the hole
is still possible because the estimated signal is greater than
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Fig. 5. No Hole - (top figure) hole estimation in solid line, variable threshold
(dot dashed) and hole reference diameter (dashed) whenαair = 0.03.
(Bottom figure) is shown the pressure ratiopamb/pint,
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Fig. 6. 4mm Hole - Hole estimation in solid line and variable threshold is
dot dashed whenαair = 0.03. Reference hole diameter is dashed.

the threshold signal. In Figure 9 is possible to see that if the
threshold is generated with aMair = 200mbar is no more
possible to detect the4mm hole. This lead to conclude that
smaller is the biasǫexh with respect toMexh, greater should
be the hole diameter in order to be detected.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a nonlinear adaptive observer is used for
intake leakage detection and a variable model-based threshold
based on available measurements is presented. In particular the
proposed threshold is designed to take into account the leakage
observability and possible bias on sensors measurements.
Two class of error are considered and an explicit upper bound
based only on available measurements is provided. The main
drawback of the proposed strategy is that, as the threshold
is equal to the sum, for each error considered, of its upper
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Fig. 9. 4mm Hole - Hole estimation in solid line and variable thresholds
are dot dashed whenǫexh = 150mbar andMexh = 200mbar. Reference
hole diameter is dashed.
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(a) ǫexh = 0
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(b) ǫexh = 200mbar

Fig. 7. No Hole - Hole estimation in solid line and variable threshold is
dot-dashed for different exhaust pressure sensor biasesǫexh whenMexh =

200mbar is considered. Reference hole diameter is dashed.
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Fig. 8. 4mm Hole - Hole estimation in solid line and variable thresholds is
dot dashed whenǫexh = 200mbar andMexh = 200mbar. Reference hole
diameter is dashed.

bound, the threshold it more conservative as errors increases.
A possible way to improve the threshold, it is to integrate
statistical information of sensors uncertainties.
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